Acyl-caged rhodamines: photo-controlled and self-calibrated generation of acetyl radicals for neural function recovery in early AD mice†
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The biological function of radicals is a broad continuum from signaling to killing. Yet, biomedical exploitation of radicals is largely restricted to the theme of healing-by-killing. To explore their potential in healing-by-signaling, robust radical generation methods are warranted. Acyl radicals are endogenous, exhibit facile chemistry and elicit matrix-dependent biological outcomes. Their implications in health and disease remain untapped, primarily due to the lack of a robust generation method with spatiotemporal specificity. Fusing the Norrish chemistry into the xanthene scaffold, we developed a novel general and modular molecular design strategy for photo-triggered generation of acyl radicals, i.e., acyl-caged rhodamine (ACR). A notable feature of ACR is the simultaneous release of a fluorescent probe for cell redox homeostasis allowing real-time monitoring of the biological outcome of acyl radicals. With a donor of the endogenous acetyl radical (ACR575a), we showcased its capability in precise and continuous modulation of the cell redox homeostasis from signaling to stress, and induction of a local oxidative burst to promote differentiation of neural stem cells (NSCs). Upon intracerebral-injection of ACR575a and subsequent fiber-optical activation, early AD mice exhibited enhanced differentiation of NSCs toward neurons, reduced formation of Aβ plaques, and significantly improved cognitive abilities, including learning and memory.

Introduction

With extraordinary versatility and exquisite specificity, life exploits radicals both constructively and destructively.1 They are intermediates of energy metabolism, mediators of redox signaling, and weapons against foreign pathogens.2 Half a century after the scientific discipline of radical biology was established,3 the theme of biomedical exploitation of radicals is still restricted largely to the destructive domain, i.e., healing by killing malignant cells or invading pathogens.4 Superfluous generation of highly oxidative radicals promotes biomolecular damage, cell senescence and eventual cell death.5 For example, photo-/chemo-/sono-dynamic therapies were developed as an intervention strategy for cancers or drug-resistant infections.6 In sharp contrast, the signaling use of radicals toward biomedical challenges is rare. With nitric oxide for angina or other hypertensive conditions, the constructive use of radicals has been proved to be viable for a long time.7 Nevertheless, such a healing-by-signaling use of other chemically less-lame radicals is extremely difficult and remains largely unexplored, yet carries hope for neurodegenerative diseases. Neural stem cells (NSCs) reside in a hypoxic niche, i.e., the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG).8 An oxidative burst could trigger their neural differentiation, and promote neurogenesis for function recovery of early Alzheimer’s disease (AD).9 However, the brain tissue of the AD patients is unfortunately prone to further oxidative injuries and deterioration of the pathological condition. Therefore, a delicate radical generation method is warranted, not to disrupt the redox homeostasis beyond the signaling domain for minimal collateral oxidative
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damage, but to induce a transient local oxidative burst for promoted NSC neurogenesis.

Endogenous radicals are diverse in nature and a carbon-centered radical, in particular an acyl radical, is preferred for healing-by-signaling purposes. First, carbon is an element with low electronegativity and hence carbon-centered radicals are less likely to induce oxidative injuries compared to radicals based on oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, or chlorine. Second, the biological outcome of carbon-based radicals, e.g., acyl radicals, is context-dependent. In the biological milieu, acyl radicals are speciated into two different secondary radicals, including acylperoxyl radicals and ketyl radicals (Fig. 1). Acylperoxyl radicals, generated through combination with oxygen, are oxidative and therefore can potentially tilt the redox homeostasis toward oxidation for cell signaling. Yet, their oxidation potential (1.6 V) is much lower than that of hydroxyl radicals (2.7 V) and less likely to illicit the unwanted indiscriminative oxidation of cellular components. Ketyl radicals, generated upon nucleophilic attack of acyl radicals by the ubiquitous NH2/SH, are reductive and therefore buffer the oxidative capacity of acylperoxyl radicals. The second secondary radicals from acyl radicals form a redox-buffer to limit oxidative injuries. Third, the therapeutic potential of acyl radicals, e.g., acetyl, is strongly supported by their endogeneity. Acetyl was identified in ex vivo reactions of biological substrates, e.g., radical oxidation of aldehydes (e.g., acetaldehyde), peroxynitrite oxidation of dicarbonyl species (e.g., diacetyl or methylglyoxal), and photolysis of aqueous pyruvic acid. Finally, acyl radicals have been harnessed in treating diseases. Isoniazid is a frontline drug for tuberculosis. Its pharmacological mechanism involves oxidative metabolism to the corresponding isonicotinic acyl radical, which adds to NAD⁺ to inhibit mycolic acid biosynthesis and Mycobacterium tuberculosis growth.

Acyl radicals can be facilely generated as elegantly showcased by the organic community, i.e., by the homolytic rupture of a C(=O)–X bond, carboxylation of a carbon-centered radical, and fragmentation of the C–C bond in ketones and ketoacids/esters, which typically involve the use of hazardous organic reagents or photocatalysts. Yet, for biological use and to render a robust spatiotemporal control of the acyl radical generation, light is the ideal triggering method, due to its biological compatibility, on-off switchability and intensity tunability. A self-calibration mechanism is incorporated into this proposed acyl donor, i.e., the release of a fluorescent probe for mitochondria membrane potential (MMP), which is a robust biochemical index of the cell redox status. This allows real-time read-out of the fluctuation of the local redox homeostasis upon the release of the acetyl radical, avoiding oxidative injuries, and facilitating pharmacological studies.

These considerations led to our rational design of acyl-caged rhodamines (ACRs), a general and modular approach for photo-triggered and self-calibrated acyl radical generation. Both the nature of the radical-of-interest and the spectral properties of the fluorochromic template could be judiciously selected. We thoroughly investigated their photolysis and acyl radical generation with robust spectroscopic methods. With an acetyl radical donor (ACR575a) as an example, we further showcase its application in the precise modulation of cell redox homeostasis and in vivo stimulation of NSC differentiation in AD mice. Notably, early AD mice that received ACR575a stimulation exhibited improved cognition and memory, substantiating the strategy of AD treatment via stimulated neurogenesis.

Results and discussion

Design rationale and synthesis of ACRs

Integration of the classic Norrish type I reaction to the rhodamine scaffold led to the design of acyl-caged rhodamines (ACRs). ACR575a/p were prepared via a Lewis acid-catalyzed condensation of a bis-N,N-diethylamino substituted diphenyl ether (1) with a 1-phenylpropane-1,2-dione (3) to produce 4 in a 48% yield. Subsequent reaction of 4 and MeLi or nBuLi generated ACR575a or ACR575p, respectively, in a ca. 90% yield (Fig. 2a). The crystal structures of ACR575a/p indicate that the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group points away from the bridging oxygen of the xanthene core, presumably to minimize repulsion (Fig. 2b). Acyl-caged Si–rhodamines ACR670a and ACR670p were prepared analogously. Mechanistically, an n–π* transition furnishes a triplet biradical intermediate (6) upon photo-excitation, which further decomposes via β-fragmentation to the desired acetyl radical (9) and a tertiary benzylic radical (7). The acyl radical potentiates the cell redox homeostasis for cell-signaling purposes, and compound 8 (a rhodamine fluorophore) from 1 – e⁻ oxidation of a tertiary benzylic radical (7) is a MMP probe for real time monitoring of the cell redox homeostasis (Fig. 3a). This allows

Fig. 1 The chemical reactivities of acyl radicals to fine-tune the cellular redox homeostasis.

Fig. 2 (a) The synthetic procedures for acyl-caged rhodamines (ACRs). (b) The crystal structures of ACR575a and ACR575p.
Spectral studies on the formation of rhodamine and acetylperoxyl radicals as the photolytic products of ACR575a

The photolysis of ACR575a was studied in phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH = 7.4, with 10% MeCN) with UV-vis absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies. ACR575a did not exhibit visible absorption or fluorescence due to the sp³ hybridization of the central carbon and hence the lack of a push–pull scaffold in its structure. A solution of ACR575a was irradiated with a UV LED light (375 ± 25 nm, 20 mW cm⁻²). An absorption band at ca. 556 nm emerged along with an emission band at 575 nm upon photo-excitation, presumably from the rhodamine (8) (Fig. S3†). The absorbance and emission enhancements were linearly proportional to the irradiation time before reaching a plateau. The final stable photolysis products of ACR575a were confirmed by NMR and MS to be rhodamine 8 and acetic acid (Fig. S7†). The relative uncaging quantum yield of ACR575a in phosphate buffer was determined to be 0.037 with BisCMNB-FL (0.13)²⁴ as a reference (Fig. S5†).

The photo-decomposition of ACR575a to rhodamine 8 was also feasible in other solvents, e.g., CH₃CN, CH₂Cl₂, DMSO and EtOH (Fig. S4 and S6†). A general trend is that the photolysis was faster in less-polar solvents and slower in polar protic solvents, due to H-bonding of the non-bonding lone pair of the carbonyl oxygen. The valuable mechanistic insights from this phenomenon helped to identify the lone pair of the carbonyl pointing away from the xanthene core to be the one involved in the n–π* excitation.

The kinetics of ACR575a photolysis were studied with transient absorption measurement in CH₃CN with 330 nm excitation (Fig. 3d). An intense positive absorption band peaked at ~430 nm appeared instantaneously within the initial 4 ps upon photo-excitation and was persistent up to the upper limit (7.48 ns) of the time window of our system. This transient signal was attributed to the ground state absorption (GSA) of the triarylmethyl radical 7.²⁵ A laser line at 405 nm also readily triggered the photolysis of ACR575a. Though the acetyl radical is not oxidative, the acetylperoxyl radical is. Indeed, the
oxidative capacity of 10 was readily detected with a ratiometric fluorescent probe™ in a dose-dependent fashion (Fig. 3e), to delineate its potential to modulate cell redox homeostasis.

The EPR studies of ACR575a verified the proposed photolysis mechanism

The short-lived radical intermediates generated upon photolysis of ACR575a were identified with EPR (Fig. 3f and g). A solution of ACR575a in CH₃CN was irradiated with UV light. The hallmark EPR peak of the stable tertiary benzylic radical (7) was observed (Fig. 3g). Identification of other transient radical species necessitated a spin trap, i.e., 5,5-dimethylpyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO) (Fig. 3f). A solution of ACR575a (1 mM) with DMPO (10 mM) was irradiated with UV light for varying durations of time and the EPR spectra of the resulting solutions were then acquired and analyzed. When a solution of ACR575a was briefly irradiated for 8 s, a 6-line EPR signal (g = 2.0055, α_N = 13.198 G, α_H = 8.00 G) in agreement with the adduct of a DMPO/CH₃(CO)OO radical (11) was observed. With a longer irradiation time of 16 s, the EPR signal of the adduct of DMPO/acetyl radical (12, g = 2.0054, α_N = 13.95 G, α_H = 17.90 G) was identified through deconvolution, along with a nitroxide radical (13, g = 2.0056, α_N = 15.25 G) generated in situ through an E₂⁺ elimination of 12 (Fig. 3f). This experiment suggested that the formation of 13 was not significant until O₂ was consumed.

Taken together, the mechanism of the photolysis of ACR575a was fully explained and the potential of ACR575a as a photo-triggered and photo-calibrated acetyl radical donor was unambiguously demonstrated.

The design strategy of ACR575a is general and modular

The molecular design of the acyl-caged rhodamine (ACR) scaffold as a photo-triggered acyl radical donor allows further structural modifications. We confirmed that the acetyl group within ACR575a could be altered to other acyls of interest, such as the pentanoyl of ACR575p (Fig. 2a). Furthermore, the rhodamine scaffold could also be replaced by silicon–rhodamine to construct an acetyl (ACR670a) or a pentanoyl radical donor (ACR670p) (Fig. 2a), which would produce a bright red-emitting Si–rhodamine for self-calibration upon photolysis. The photochemistry of the three new acyl donors, i.e., ACR575p, ACR670a, and ACR670p, was spectrally examined in phosphate buffer (Fig. 4a–c) and organic solvents (Fig. S4 and S6†). Analogous to ACR575a, irradiation by 375 nm light induced their photoysis, as evidenced by the increase of their absorption and emission bands. A general trend is that pentanoyl-caged rhodamines (ACR575p or ACR670p) were photolyzed faster than the acetyl-caged analogues (ACR575a or ACR670a). This phenomenon was interesting and reasonable. The butyl group of ACR575p is sterically bulkier than the methyl group of ACR575a, which disrupts the H-bonding of H₂O to the carbonyl group, and hence renders the microenvironment of the carbonyl group in ACR575p less polar than that of ACR575a. The valuable mechanistic insights from this phenomenon helped to identify the lone pair of the carbonyl pointing away from the xanthene core to be the one involved in the n–π* excitation.

The relative uncaging quantum yields of ACR575p, ACR670a and ACR670b in phosphate buffer were determined to be 0.047, 0.041 and 0.029, respectively (Fig. S5†). The ground state absorption signal originated from the triarylmethyl radical was also observed with transient absorption spectroscopy in less than 10 ps, to confirm the quick homolysis of the acyl–trityl bond within ACRs initiated upon photo-excitation (Fig. 4d–f). Finally, acyl radicals along with their secondary radicals were trapped by DMPO and identified with EPR (Fig. 4h–j).

Precise modulation of the cellular redox status by photoactivation of ACR575a

ACR575a exhibited good membrane permeability and low cytotoxicity, as tested in HeLa cells (Fig. S10g†). The judicious site-specific photoactivation of ACR575a in a subset of HeLa cells in the entire field-of-view was achieved by confocal fluorescence microscopy with a 405 nm laser (Fig. 5a and b), confirming the photoactivation feasibility of ACR575a in intracellular milieu. The rise of cell oxidative status upon photo-triggered decomposition of ACR575a was detected with CellROX Deep Red™ (Fig. S10f†). As previously noted, a highlight of the
molecular design of ACR575a is that rhodamine 8 is a probe for MMP, which is a sensitive index of the mitochondrial oxidative status.29 Such a feedback mechanism allows the redox-modulatory effect of the acetyl radical generated upon photolysis of ACR575a to be conveniently assessed. Upon irradiation of ACR575a-incubated HeLa cells, the fluorescence of rhodamine 8 appeared and gradually enhanced (Fig. 5c). Within the first ca. 40 s, the average cellular fluorescence intensity enhanced linearly with respect to time, due to the accumulation of 8 in the mitochondria (Fig. 5b). Apparently, the production of low doses of acetyl was tolerated by the cells and MMP was not noticeably affected. From ca. 40–80 s, the cellular fluorescence intensity continued to enhance, yet the linearity was gradually lost (Fig. 5d), suggesting that the oxidative insult was strong enough to dial the redox homeostasis toward oxidative eustress/stress to start to impact the MMP. After the fluorescence intensity reached a plateau after ca. 80 s, a rapid drop of the fluorescence intensity was observed, reminiscent of the collapse caused by the MMP decoupling chemical FCCP† (Fig. S10b†). Apparently, the sustained release of acetyl in normoxic cells induced an abrupt rise of mitochondrial redox status, which subsequently activated uncoupling proteins (UCPs)30 to lower the MMP, as an innate defense against oxidative stress. Beyond ca. 150 s, the fluorescence intensity gradually leveled off and ceased to decrease further. The cellular Ca2+ signaling pathways are closely linked to redox-signaling.22 The photolysis of ACR575a-incubated cells was also accompanied by a rise of cytosolic [Ca2+] (Fig. 5d), probably through oxidation and activation of IP3R or RyRs on the ER.24 With this study, we successfully showcased the capability of ACR575a in precisely modulating the cell redox status through the entire continuum from homeostasis to a mild imbalance, and eventually to oxidative eustress/stress.

The cellular photoactivation behavior of ACR575p was similar to that of ACR575a (Fig. S10f†). The potential of Si-rhodamine as a MMP probe was also evaluated. Si–rhodamine mainly localized to mitochondria exemplified by a high Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.84 with the mitochondria-specific dye MitoTracker Green (Fig. S10c†). The administration of FCCP also induced a decrease of its fluorescent intensity although to a less extent compared with that of rhodamine 8 (Fig. S10c†). The photolysis of ACR670a/p-incubated cells was accompanied by a rise-then-fall signal change pattern for Si-rhodamine (Fig. S10d†), demonstrating their potential in modulating the cell redox homeostasis. Considering that acetyl radicals are endogenous and rhodamine 8 is a more sensitive MMP probe than Si–rhodamine, ACR575a was chosen for the further exploration of the potential of acyl radicals in NSC differentiation manipulation.

Photo-irradiation of ACR575a-treated NSCs exhibited enhanced neural differentiation

The commitment of NSC differentiation toward neurons is the fundamental basis of neurogenesis, which is believed to persist into adulthood.24 Effective strategies to activate neural differentiation and suppress NSC self-renewal are sought after to enhanced neurogenesis, which could eventually lead to improved cognition. Kempermann recently articulated that a pulsed rise of cell ROS preceded NSC differentiation.9,35 Such a pulsed rise of ROS is not readily achieved via conventional redox modulation methods, including disruption of the cell antioxidant machinery, or superfluous generation of highly oxidative oxygen/(nitrogen) based reactive species. ACR575a is an optimal choice to address this challenge. First, continuous irradiation of NSCs with a 405 nm laser (10 mW cm−2) for 14 min did not induce a significant decrease of cell viability and was used in further triggering the photolysis of ACR575a (Fig. 6a, gray line). Then, NSCs were incubated with varying doses of ACR575a (5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 μM, respectively) and then irradiated by a 405 nm laser. Cell viability was negatively correlated with both the dose of ACR575a and irradiation time. Four conditions resulting in a cell viability of 85% were chosen for NSC stimulation, i.e., 5 μM/8 min, 10 μM/6 min, 20 μM/4 min, and 30 μM/1 min, respectively (Fig. 6a). NSCs that underwent
these treatments were further cultured for 3 days before being immunofluorescently stained with a neuron-specific antibody (TuJ1) and an astrocyte-specific antibody (GFAP). The flow cytometry data indicated that the differentiation of NSCs was greatly enhanced compared to a control group (Fig. 6c).

An optimal neuronal differentiation efficiency of in total 44.6 ± 2.6% was found with the stimulation condition of 20 μM/4 min, in which the neuron differentiation efficiency was 28.9 ± 2.3%, and the astrocyte differentiation efficiency was 15.7 ± 1.7% (Fig. 6d). These results were further verified by confocal fluorescence imaging (Fig. 6b).

**In vivo photoactivation of stereotactically injected ACR575a led to a cognitive recovery of early AD mice**

Having verified the capability of ACR575a to promote NSC differentiation to neurons and astrocytes, the potential of ACR575a for *in situ* stimulation of NSC differentiation and neurofunction recovery was further evaluated. NSCs are in the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus, a hypoxic niche in the hippocampus. ACR575a was stereotactically injected into the SGZ of APPswe/PS1dE9 double transgenic mice (2×Tg-AD, 14 or 26 weeks old), a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease. Upon injection, the mice were raised for a specified period before being sacrificed. The brain slices and the major vital organs were collected and irradiated with a 405 nm laser line to activate ACR575a, the fluorescence of the photolysis product of which was a reliable indicator of the biological distribution of ACR575a (Fig. S13†). ACR575a was readily membrane-permeable and quickly taken up by the NSCs within 20 min (Fig. S13a†). Over the next few hours, fluorescence was also found in the extracellular region. The signal intensity peaked at 6 hours and gradually diminished until 34 hours (Fig. S13b†). After 4 days, ACR575a was hepatically and renally metabolized before being excreted (Fig. S13f†). No obvious damage to the vital organs of the mice was identified through H&E staining to confirm its good biocompatibility (Fig. S13g†).

An optical fiber was implanted into the SGZ region for site-specific photo-activation of ACR575a. A group of five 14 w AD mice was intracerebrally injected with ACR575a (5 μL, 20 μM) and irradiated for 4 min by a 405 nm laser. Over the next 28 days, the mice were treated by this procedure for a total of six times before the mice were first evaluated for cognitive functions, i.e., learning and memory, with the Morris water maze (MWM), and then sacrificed for pathology studies via immunological staining and western blot analyses (Fig. 7a). Against the spatial acquisition tests on the 1st day, the treated AD mice averaged a latency of 81.2 ± 5.6 s before reaching the platform, not far behind that of 63.0 ± 5.8 s of the wild-type (WT) mice (Fig. 7c). In comparison, the untreated mice (Fig. 7b, E3), the mice treated with PBS (Fig. 7b, E4), and the ACR575a-injected and yet unirradiated mice (Fig. 7b, E5) all averaged a latency of 107.4 ± 2.7 s. The treated group, now 18 w old at the time, remarkably outperformed the 14 w early AD mice (Fig. 7b, E2). During the next seven days of training, the latency of the healthy WT mice and treated mice was significantly reduced to 5.6 ± 3.5 s and 22.6 ± 8.4 s, respectively (Fig. 7d). In comparison, the improvement was minimal for all three control groups (E3–E5) and the 14 week early AD mouse (E2). The platform of the MWM was then removed to evaluate the memory of these groups of mice (Fig. 7e–g). During the fixed internal of 150 s, the healthy wild type spent an average of 78.9 ± 12.4 s in the correct quadrant and crossed the original position of the platform an average of 9 ± 2 times. The treated group spent 63.9 ± 10.6 s in the correct quadrant and crossed the platform 4 ± 2 times, while the untreated group scored an average of 34.8 ± 12.5 and 2 ± 1 times. Taking these results together, the *in vivo* photo-irradiation of ACR575a-injected exhibited a notable effect in early AD mice of cognitive improvement, including learning and memory. Then, the brain slices were immunologically stained to find that the treated early AD mice exhibited higher signal intensities for both GFAP and TuJ1 (Fig. 7h), suggesting that the capability of ACR575a to promote NSC differentiation *in vitro* was successfully translated to *in situ* in early AD mice. These results were further corroborated with western blot studies (Fig. 7i). Through an *in vitro* experiment, the effect of acetyl radicals to inhibit the formation of β-amyloid-aggregates was also observed (Fig. S13c–e†). Indeed, the β-amyloid plaques of the ACR575a-treated mice were noticeably reduced compared to untreated early AD mice (Fig. 7j and k). We also attempted to treat late AD...
Fig. 7  Evaluation of the therapeutic potential of ACR575a for AD mice. (a) ACR575a-based treatment of AD mice involves intracerebral injection of ACR575a in SGZ, and subsequent fiber-optical irradiation. Each AD mouse received 6 treatments prior to cognition-function evaluation by the Morris water maze test, immunofluorescence staining, and Aβ-plaque staining. The escape track plots in the MWM with a platform of (b) the 14 week AD mice (E1–E6) and (l) the 26 week AD mice (L1–L6) on the 7th day after different treatment plans. (c) Escape latency to reach the safety platform for E1–E6 from day 1 to day 6, and (d) on day 7. The escape track plots in MWM without a platform on the 7th day for (e) E1–E6 and (o) L1–L6. (f) Number of times crossing the hidden platform located area and (g) time spent in the target quadrant for E1–E6. (h) Representative hippocampal section images of E1–E6 immunostained for neurons (β3-Tuj1, red), astrocytes (GFPA, green) and nuclei (DAPI, blue). (i) Immunoblotting analysis and quantification of the relative levels of GFAP and Tuj1 in (h). (j) Immunofluorescence of Aβ in the hippocampus of 14 week (E1–E6) and (r) 26 week (L1–L6) AD mice (inset: the polarizing microscopic images of Aβ). (k) Immunoblotting analysis and quantification of relative levels of Aβ in the hippocampus of E1–E6 and (s) L1–L6. (m) Escape latency to reach the safety platform for L1–L6 from day 1 to day 6 and (n) on day 7. (p) Number of times crossing the hidden platform located area and (q) time spent in the target quadrant for L1–L6. n = 5 mice for E1–E6 and L1–L6. The means ± SD are shown (t-test, * < 0.05, ** < 0.01, *** < 0.001).
mice (26 w) with ACR575a. However, no noticeable beneficial effect was discovered through the MWM experiment (Fig. 7l–q) and the Aβ-plaques of the treated mice did not reduce (Fig. 7r and s). The Tuji/GFAP staining of the brain slices of 26 week late-stage AD mice was not carried out considering that the viability and neuro-differentiation capability of NSCs deteriorate with the progression of AD. All of these results indicated that the in vivo photogeneration of acetyl radicals from ACR575a can promote in situ NSC differentiation and attenuate Aβ-aggregation, leading to cognition recovery of early AD mice.

Proteomics analysis of NSCs with the stimulation of acetyl radicals

The redox signaling is mediated by the dynamic modulation of the cell-redox buffering network comprising numerous chemical and biochemical entities. Redox signaling mandates the alteration of the cell protein expression profile. Therefore, proteomic analyses of NSCs with and without acetyl radical generation are a valuable approach to probe the mechanism of the acetyl radicals behind the observed phenotypic neural function recovery of early AD mice (Fig. 8). Analyses revealed two-fold upregulation of 640 proteins and downregulation of 357 proteins (Fig. 8a and b). Among them, the enrichment of mitochondrial inner membrane proteins was identified by GO enrichment analysis (cell component) (Fig. 8b). This is consistent with the fact that ACR575a was found to specifically localize in mitochondria and mitochondria are the central hub of cell redox-signaling. Also, many of the proteins that were up/down-regulated are related to neural degenerative diseases (Fig. 8d). This strongly suggests that acetyl radicals could impact neuronal function-related gene expression through modulating the redox homeostasis. Further elucidation of the molecular biological mechanism of ACR575a in NSCs is our ongoing endeavor.

Conclusions

Radicals are biological. Yet, radical biology has been a challenging field due to their diversity, high reactivity and short-term existence. The biological outcome of radicals is an elusive function of their chemical nature, flux and matrix, and a broad continuum from signaling to stress to damage. The progress of radical biology has been a source of inspiration for novel therapeutic strategies. The destructive nature of oxidative radicals has been harnessed in treating cancers or resistant bacterial infections by killing malign or invading pathogens. In contrast, the signaling use of radicals for disease treatment is rare and challenging and yet may trigger a paradigm change in disease intervention. A notable example is the identification of nitric oxide as the endothelial-derived relaxing factor. This led to the mechanistic understanding of nitroglycerin for angina and the development of pharmaceuticals for hypertensive conditions.

Acetyl radicals are known to be endogenous and yet their biological implications remain untapped. This work offers a powerful molecular tool for acyl biology, chemical biology and potentially medicine. We report that acetyl-caged rhodamine is a modular and general molecular mechanism for photo-triggered and feedback-controlled generation of acyl radicals of interest. ACR575a, an acetyl radical donor, was showcased to precisely modulate the cell redox homeostasis, promote NSC differentiation, and have therapeutic effects in early AD mice. Amid the increasingly heavy society burden and the poor results of the intensive drug-development endeavors against Alzheimer’s disease, the success of ACR575a offers an alternative drug-development strategy, besides the heavily exploited targeted-therapies. This work will also stimulate further exploration of the profound implications of acyl radicals in health and disease.
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